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1. .ESSON FORMAT

A. Lecture with Visual Aids 1 5 1 't
'

!!. MATERIALS

A. Slides and Slide Projector

B. Transparencies and Overhead Projector

C. Dry Erase Board and Markers
'

!!!. EVALUATION

A. Written or Oral Exam in conjunction with other Lesson Plans
IV. REMAtKS

:

A. Forformance-based instructional units (IUs) are attached to thelesson plan as student handouts. After the lecture instructionshould be providad'for the attached instructional units. The
instructor should be available to answer questions that say ariseconcerning the IU asterial. After instruction on the IU, the
student will perfore, slaulate, observe or discuss las identifiedon the cluster signoff criteria list) the task covered in the
instructional unit in the presence of an evaluator.
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l. PURPOSE STATEMENTT
UPON COMPLETION OF THIS LESSON, THE STUDENT WILL HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE
FUNCTIONS AND OPERATIONS OF THE FUEL OIL STORA6E AND TRANSFER SYSTEh, AND OF
THE SKID-MOUNTED FUEL DIL SJSTEM

e

.

11. LIST OF OBJECTIVES:
1. Stat,e the functions of the Fuel 011 Storage and Transfer System,

i

2. Beginning at the DF0 day tank, list the correct sequence which
fuel will pass on its way to the combustion chambers.

a. DF0 day tank .

b. Duplex strainer
c. Fuel oil pump (engine-driven)
d. Duplex fuel filter
s. Supply header ,

3. State the capacities and functions, and number of the following
Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System cosponents:

a. Diesel fuel oil storage tanks -

b. Diesel fuel oil transfer pumps

4. State the functions and describe the basic operation of the '
following fuel oil components:

a. Eductor
b. Shrouded line leakage tank, ,

| c. Pressure-regulating valve
'

d. Injector pumps
e. Injectors

i f. Engine-driven fuel oil pump
g. Fuel oil strainers

'

L
h. Fuel oil filters

5. List tho' electrical power supplies f or the f uel oil transf er
pumps for each esorgency diesel gene,rator.

6. State the start /stop paraissives for the DS FOST pumps including
( the day tank level progras, and state the location of the control

i switches. '

7. List the instrueentation in the fuel oil storage building from
which a local reading can be taken.

8. List two places DF0 day tank level can be read in the D8 building.
| .

| 9. Make a drawing of the Fuel Oil Transfer Systes for one unit,

2
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including DF0 storage tanks, DF0 day tanks, pumps, and piping
to and from the Auxiliary Boiler FOST and the other unit's tanks.
Indicate the correct position f or locked valves to achieve ~ the
following flowpaths: -

,

a. Recirculation of DF0 Storage Systes

b. Supply Train A day tank free Train B DB FOST

c. Supply Train B day tank free Train A DB FOST

d. Transfer fuel oil from DG FOST~to aux boiler FDST
$

e. Normal alignment, D6 FOST to its day-tank,

10. State the following about water in the Fue! 011 Systems

a. Problems caused

b. How to check for it

c. How to prevent it
.

11., State the actions necessary for internal and external contact
with fuel oil.

12. State two safety precautions which are observed to prevent or
sitigate the consequences of a fuel oil fire during fuel oil
transfer.

13. List the safety equipment to be, worn when transferring fuel oil.
.

14. State how oil storage areas are to be posted during fuel oil
delivery.

.

et

4

.
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R EFER'ENCES :
1. Plant Vogtle Procedures

13145 " Diesel Generator" (Rev B)
13146 ' Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transfer Systes' (Rev 1)
14980 * Diesel Generator Dperability Test *
13427 '4160 VAC IE Electrical Distribution.Systes'

'

17035, Annunciator Response Proceduren'(Rev 3)
17030, Annunciator Response Procedures (Rev 3)

2. Technical Specifications: *

3.8.1 Electrical Power Systeen AC sourcess

3. ' Standby (Emergency) Diesel Generator" Vogtle Training Text
Chapter 16C *

4. Plant M.nual Chapter 23 (Rev 0)

5. PtIDs, Logics and Other Drawings

Piping and Instrument Diagrass
114D9170-1 (Rev 21)
1X4DB170-2 (Rev 21)

Vendor Drawings *

AX4AK01-27 (Lube 011)
AX4AK01-26 (Jacket Water)
AX4AK01-29 (Starting Air)
AX4AK01 .28 (Fuel 011)

,

Control Logic Diagrass:
1X5DN107-1 (D6 Fuel Oil Systeel-(Rev 6)
IX5DN107-2 (DG Unit Engine) (Rev 3)
115DN107-3 (Generator) (Rev 2)

Elementary Diagrass-
IX3D-BH-603C (Rev 2)
IX3D-BH-6030 (Rev 1)
IX3D-BH-603E (Rev 2)
IX3D-BH-803F (Rev 2)
IX3D-BH-6038 (Rev !)
1X3D-BH-603H (Rev 3)
1X3D-BH-6031 (Rev 2)
IX3D-BH-603J (Rev 3)'

One Line Diagrass
IX3D-AA-A01A (Rev 12)
113D-AA-K01A (Rev 7)

6. Vendor Hanuals
A14Ak01-509 (Rev 0) .

A!4AK01-510 (Rev 2)
AX4AK01-563 (Rev 6)

7. FSAR: B.3, 9.5.4, 9.5.5, 9.5.6, 9.5.7, 9.5.8 .

4
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DEFERENCE 8:
B. 0AP Coenitsents:

50ER B3.006 ' Unavailability of energency power caused by diesel
* and breaker unavailability *

SOER 83.001 ' Diesel generator f a!!ures'
SER B4.042 'Systen interdependency oversights results in loss of

redundant safeguards functio'ns' -

IEN 05.020 " Partial loss of AC power ano diesel generator
degradation"

fIEN 84.069 " Operation of energency dietal generators'
OMR 297 ' Grid high voltage and unde" voltage trip relays

contribute to ED6 output breaker lockout'
NUREG 1216.000 ' Safety evaluation report-related to operability

and reliability of energency diesel generators.

manufactured by Transamerica DeLaval Inc." (Not an
DAP action itea, but a training commitment)

9. INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS:
NL-!U-11202-C-001 Fill the Fuel Oil Storage Tank *

NL-lu-11202-C-002 Transfer Energency Diesel Generator Fuel 011
to the Aux Butler Fuel 011. Storage Tank

NL-lU-11202-C-003 Respond to Energency Diesel Generator Fue!
011 Systen Alaras

10. TRANSPARENCIES:

NL-TP-l!202-001 Train A - normal
NL-TP-11202-002 Normal Alignannt DFOST's to Day Tanks
NL-TP-11202-003 Recirculation
NL-TP-11202-004 Supplying Train A Day Tank from Train B DFDST
NL-TP-11202-005 Supplying Train B Day Tank from Train A DFDST
NL-TP-il202-006 Transfer of Train-A DF0ET contents to Aux Boiler

FOST

NL-TP-11202-007 Basic Fuel Oil Components, Day Tanks to injactors
NL-TP-11202-000 Typical Fuel Injection Systen
NL-TP-11202-009 Injector Pump Plunger Operation
NL-TP-ll202-010 Exploded View of Injector Pumpe
NL-TP-11202-011 Typical Fual Injection Systees (cross section)
NL-TP-il202-012 Eductor

it. Student Handouts
NL-H0-11202-001 Energency Dianel Generator Fuel Oil Storage,

Transfer and Supply

a

f

5
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES*

I. INTRODUCTION

A. This lesson describes how the Fuel Oil Sysien
f unctions in providing f uel oil for combustion by
the Energency Diesel Generators

,

For convenience, the lesson is separated intot ,

1. Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer

2. Fuel Oil Injection Systen

B. Present the Objettives
in handout

11. LESSON PRESENTATION

A. General Overview

1. Purpose of Fuel Oil Systes

Stores and delivers fuel oil for combustion
a.

by the diesel engine

2. Functions of the Fuel Oil Systen

Store enough fuel oil to allow at least 7a.
Objective i

days EDS operation with ESF loads (plus
additional aeount for periodic testing) .

b.
Transfer fuel oil from the DFDST to theday tank

Provide a continual supply of fuel to thec.
engine-driven puap

d. Provide fuel to the injector pumps

,
e. Clean the fuel oil
f. Inject fuel oil into each cylinder for

combustion

B. Fuel 011 Storage and Transfer

1. Four independent fuel storage and transfer
systems - one per DB

2. Each consisting oft
NL-TP-il202-C-001

a. Fuel oil storage tank

1) Filled by truck c:-rection
b. DF0 Storage tank pumps -

b

\
_

.
.
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lli. LESSON OUTLINE: 'NOTES

il Sonettees called transfer pumps

c. Supply and return piping

1) DFOST to day tank '

,

2) Day tank overflow to DFDST

3) Trains isolated by locked valves

4) Provisions for alignments

. - Aux Boiler FOST
Opposite train-

Other unit (latt now capped)-

d. day tank

1) One per engine
.

21 in race in DG building

3) Level natntained by DFOST pumps

C. Component Description

1. DB fuel oil storage tanks Objective 3a
.

a) 80,000 gal, capacity each

b) One per diesel /two per unit

c) , Function

Store enough fuel oil for approx. 7 days
of operation of the safety-related loads,
assuring a loss of offsite power

End Objective 3a
d) Filled from truck fill connection Students see

IX4DB-170-1 or -2!) 3' quick disconnect
.

2) Basket strainer on fill line
e) Vented

1) Flow converter on vent line

2) Two vents to-outside - roof and side
of valve house

f) Dewatering provisions

1) Water drain pipe from above tank to

7
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES
low point - .,

2. DF0 Storage tank Pumps
.

Functions transfer fuel all free DFOST'to Objective 30
a.

ony tank

i

b. Number of pumps - 2

c. 25 gps, 95 ft head

d. Pumps in tank, sotors on tank (1.5 hpl

e. 480V HCC 1ABF

il 90th Unit i Train A pumpt (001 and
002) 400V MCC IBBF

2) Both unit Train B ousps (003 or 0041

f. One pump appros 3 times eau. DG consumption
rate

g. Auto Start / Auto Stop by day tank level, and
alternate with each makeup cycle

h. 'jntt 2 DFOST pump controls
Unit 1/ Unit 2 *

Difference1) A Train same as Unit i

2) 9 1 rain different

a) local / Remote transfer tattches to
transfer control out of OR in case
of fire

b' In ' REMOTE' operation free GEAl l
siili / AUT0/ST ART

c) In ' LOCAL' pump will run in auto
mode only

3) Fuel oil day tank- }

il Functions provides a continual No D.C.supply of fuel to-the engine drain Prising pump necessarypump

(1) Positive suction head - tank
elevated.above power

4 ,

b) located in DB building, in a fire--
rated race 1

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: _.-

NOTES
c) 1250 gallon capacity

) di How long DB will run withoutI
sakeup to day tank ,

,

11) .0679 gal /hwh, or
FSARO 430.16as example

..

(2) Approximately 1.36 hr 0
700KW, if at 650 gal with no
sakeup (650 gal sin Tech Spec
voll.

(3) Ilse longer at lower loads
,

and if day tank f uller
initially

(4) DB inoperable if day tank
sakeup isolated or not
available

6
el Unit 2 day tanks can be drained

back to FOST Unit 1/ Unit 2
Difference

() Unit 1 day tanks drained to floor
drains

D. Instrumentation and Control Fuel Oil Storage and
.

Transfer

1. Day tank level control Objective 6 begin
assuming DD is running [
CR switches in AUTOa. First DFOST pump starts: approx 621 level

decreasing ,

b. First pump shuts offs approx 92% levet
increasing

t. Second pump starts '

1) When level drops to appros 621 again

2) Alternator swaps pueps with each cycle
d. No level alares when pueps normally cycling

the level

e. Low low day tank level

1) Second pump starts

f. Running puep discharge pressure low for 10
seconds - second pump starts

, 9

h hk om
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES'''

g. DG HIGH OR LOW LEVEL DAY TAhK alare

1) Continual roca annunc.
.

'

2) 00 panel annunc.
,

3) HIGH setpoint above pump shut-off

4) LOW setpoint slightly below second
pump start, but still above Tech Spec
minisua

'

h. * Tech Spec sininua

l) 52% day tank level (650 gal.)

2) Read on LI 9018, 9019

1. Location of DFOST pump switches

1) Control Roog 9-EAB, near DB controls

2) No local control switch Objective 6 - end

2. Fuel oil storage building instrumentation Objective 7

See Ph!D 170-1
a. Flow indicator - DFOST pump return to DFDST

(testing) '

!) (F1 19104 Tr. A, 19105, Tr. B)
d

b. Pump discharge pressure gauges

c. DF08T level indicating switen

il (Lil-9-22 Tr Al LIS-9023 Tr. 9)

3. Day tank level gauges (local) Objective 8

a. Level indicating transeitter in day tank
roon

'

(LIT 9015, fr. A, 9019, Tr B)

b. ' PUSH-TO-READ * level gauge on DSL control
panel

' bubbler * type - uses diesel control air

4. Control Roos gauges

a. DFOST, 0-1001, each diesel

b._ Day tank, 0-1001, each diesel i

10
,
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111. LESSON OUTLit]E: NOTES
5. Alares (both Control Room and Local)

a. 'CONTR0L SW NOT IN AUTO'
.

1) DFOST puests) c.s. not in AUTO

2) Other switches cause alare, also

b. 'HIGH OR LOW LEVEL DAY TANK'

11 Dual fontiten alara

2) Should not occur if pumps operating
normally

c. ' LOW LEVEL MAlH TANK'

Alara setpoint above Tech Spec aintaun

d. 'HIGH LEVEL MAIN TANK'

E. Operations - Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer

1. Filling DFOST

a. Procedure 13146-1 Discuss procedures with
studentsb. If FOST level 681 or less, its day tank .

13146-1eust be aligned to receive froa opposite
traln's DFOST

c. Tech Spec - 761 (60,000 gal) ai ni a'u n

d. Sampling of truck tank -

Filling begins after sample checks OK

Accomplish f uel oil receiving checkliste.

f. Possible to gravity feed (slow) or pump,
using truck's pusp

2. Safety Precautions during iillings

Posting area for fuel oil delivery Objective 14
a.

1) 'NO SM0 KING OR OPEN FLAMES' working
tape set up at least 25 feet from
tanker fill connectaens, and
enclosing tanker

21 Brounding tanker tr cns to sta. ground There is a ground cable
to right of outside'

stairs

'

11
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14. LESSON OUTUNE: NOTES
b. Mitigating Fires Objective 12

1) Ensure fuel truck is grounded

21 Use of drip pans
.

*

3) Fire extinguishers available
I At least two 20 lb dr)

4) Ensure dripped fuel oil disposed of cheetcal extinguishers

S) Post the area with warning signs Area also roped of f
*

' DANGER - FLAMMABLE MATERIAL - NO
SM0KINB, SPARKS OR OPEN FLAME WITHIN
25 ft.

6) Fuel oil should not be transf erred
from trucks in electrical Stores, high
winds 150 aph), tornado warning, hail
storas

M Notify SS of spillage of any fuel oil

Actions necessary for contact with fuel oilc.
Objective 11

1) Soap and water if external
.

2) Notify Safety Department if internal
lingestion)

Warning in 00261-C

PROLON6ED CONTACT WITH SKIN MAY CAUSE
OPEN SORES OR BURNS TO APPEAR ON THE
SKIM

d. Grounding

1) Prior to connecting fuel oil transfer
hose

2) Grounding strap =shall be connected
between piping to permanent storage
tanks, tank trucks, and to ground

3) Wire-covered hose say be-used
otherwise

Personal protectiv's equipment worn bye.
Raft 00261-Cindividuals transferring fuel 011:
'Should" be morn

1) Full f orce shielo, goggles, or saf ety Objective 13glasses

!?
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Ill. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES~

2) Rubber gloves
~

3. Saspling day tank for water Objective 10b

a. Required if D6 has run for one hour or. '

greater, or every 31 days on a surveillance

b. During that hour, the DFOST pumps say have
pumped fuel containing motsture

c. Visual check of DFOST drain F.0.

d. Obtain clear container il liter or greatern

Drain small aeount.into container via day DB Operabilitytank drain. If water is found, repeat fest 14900sampling until no water is found .

e. Water in fuel oil syntes Objective 10s

11 Probless caused

Displace f uel oil, starving engine

2) Prevented by:

Dewatering, or draining from tank Objective 10c ,botton

Having Chasistry Department sample any
f uel oil going to the tanks

4. Major flowpaths of Fuel Oil Storage and
Transfer Systen

a. Students aunt be able to draw basic f!cus Objective 9

b. Norsal alignsent NL-TP-il202-002

11 Crosstles between trains closed / locked

2) No valves open to Aux Boiler-SOFT or
Unit 2

31 Each day tank supplied free its DFOST

c. Recirculation

1) Control Roos starts one pump - manual NL-TP-11202-003

2) Day tank tills, overflows to its DFOST

d. Supplying Train A day tank tros Train B NL-TP-11202-004
DFOST

13
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lli. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES
!) Train A DFDST or pumps not available

2) Train crosstle valves open
.

3) Puep f rom Train B DFOST to Train A day
tank

4) Train B day tank should overflow

5) Hanually start /stop pump to maintain
Train A day tank level

5) Done only in energency or low DFOST
,

level

7) Helps keep sediment from being pumped
to day tank

.

e. Supplying Train B day tank from Train A
DFOST

1) Same concepts as above

f. Transfer fuel oil from DGFOST to Aux Boller NL-TP-11202-006
FOST

ll If DF0ST contents have degraded
-

2) Day tanks isolated to transfer

31 D6 inoperable

Ill. FUEL INJECTION

A. General Description

1. Each cylinder fitted with individual fuel
injection puep and injection nottle

2. Engine-driven pump takes suction from F.O. day
tank via duplex strainer and filter to ensure
cleanliness

3. Sequence of components from day tank a-e,
Objective 2

a. DF0 day tank
.

b. Duplex strainer NL-TP-il202-007

c. Fuel oil pump (engine drivent

d. Duplex fuel filter

s. Supply header

14
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NOTES
f. Injector pumps and injection

9 Cosbustion chambers

B. Cosponent Description .

.

1. Engine-driven fuel ot! pump

a. Driven by engine gearset

b. Internal pressure relief 70 psig

Mounted on sans drive as the overspeedc.
trip device

d. Gear-type pump
+

e. Function
Objective 4f

1) Provide pressurized fuel oil to the
injection pumps when the engine is
running

f. Basic operation

1) Pusp suction below day tank level -
slight positive head

4

2) Pressurires supply header when engine
is running

3) Engins inoperable without it

2. Pressure-regulating valve

a. Descriptions

40 pelg

b. Function
objective 4c

1) Regulate supply header pressure

c. Basic operation

1) Fuel pressure provided by eng'ne-4

driven pump

2) Relieves to day tank
,

,

3) If falls open (low fuel pressurel,
loss of D6 Train

4) Il falls closed - high fuel pressure,

15
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Ill. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTESD0 can run

3. Injector pueps
Objective 4d

a. Description
.

1) Constant stroke, positive displacement
plunger pump

,

2) * Effective stroke" varies output NL-fP-il202-000high pressure, 3000 psig and greater

11 One per cylinder

4) located beside each head

b. Function:

1) Provide fuel oil at high pressure to
injector

2) Control amount per stroke

c. Operation:

1) Spring-icaded plunger soves up, pushed NL-TP-11202-009by camshaft tappet

2) Plunger rides in barrel

3) Rack has teeth which engage teeth of NL-TP-11202-010
control sleeve - rack direction back-
and-forth

4) Control sleeve rotation also rotates
plunger

5) Plunger crossbar rides in two slots
in control sleeve

6) Plunger rising seals off inlet ports, NL-TP-il202-011pressurtaing fuel supply to injector
7) Injector needle valve " pops" open at

appron. 3000 psig, spraying into
cylinder

9) Fuel delivery to injector ends when
helical port opens ao to the spill
port

9) Rotation of plunger : 4_se3 0y rotation

of control sleeve, .- *. 3 :aused by
change of rack pcstt; ,

1L
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES
_

10) Rack positinn determined by output
shaft on Woodward governor, via
linkage

.

11) Fuel delivery ' tined" by casshaft' to
inject when heat of combustion will
ignite fuel

4. Fuel Injectors

a. Description
.

1) One per cylinder, sounted in a holder,
installed in engine head

2) Provided fuel by its injection pump
b. Function Objective 4e

1) Atosite f uel as it is sprayed into the
cylinder for more complete combustion

c. Operation *

il Supplied fuel pressure lifts internal
spring-loaded needle valve *

.

2) Valve lifts at approx. 3000 psig,
spraying into cylinder

3) Small amount of fuel oil lubricated
needle valve and internals - small '

line tapped into injector

5. Shrouded line leakage tank

a. Description
3ee PLID 170-1

11 Small reservoir

21 At engine foundation, near barring
device and lube oil cooler

b. Function Objective 4b

1) Receive fuel oil leaks free high
nressure fuel injection tubing

2) Level switch to cause alare

31 Shrouded line keeps fuel oil off hot-
components should HP fuel oil pipe
burst

17
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111. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES~-

c. Operation

1)
"DB FUEL DIL INJECTION LINE BREAK"alara

*

.

2) Threaded cap on top - can see high
.

level inside

3) Provisions for draining leakage tank
6. Eductor

NL-TP-il202-012
a. ! Description

1) Device siellar to an ejector for
alming two fluids

b. Function
Objective 4a

1) Return fuel oil from drip neader to
the day tank

c. Operation

11 Motive force from supply header

2) Discharges to day tank
.

3)
With pneumatic shutoff open, picks up
fuel oil from drip header

4) If eductor fails-(pneumatic shutoff
valve did not open on start) enginestill runs OK. Drip rate is toall

5) Fuel oil puddling at injector pump
bases can indicate eductor is not

4

working
.

7 Fuel Strainars

a. Description
Objective 4g

1) Duples-type, with change valys
b. Function

1) Recove fine particles from fuel oil
befork it enters engine-driven pump
and filter

c. Operation

1) If blocked, engine will stall or will

, - -
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Ill. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTE 5not start

2) High differential pressure across
strainer indicates blockage

.

3) Low pressure fuel oil alara *

4) Manually swapped to other strainer

5) Diff press. checked hourly in log
!!005-C

.

B. Fuel Ellters

a. Description Objective 4h

11 Dupleu-type, with change valve

2) Located to right of engine F0 pump,,

engine front 'HILCO' brandi

b. Function '

!) Remove finer particles from fuel air
before it enters the engine for
injection

c. Operation *

11 Fill flow, not bypassed

2) Can be changed to other filter when
engine is running

3) Procedures 13145-1, 4.4.6- Discuss with class
venting of stancoy filter-

soving handle slowly-

4) Indications of plugging

High diff. pressure, gauge at-

engine front

High diff. pressure, gauge on-

engine control panel
Low pressure, fuel oil gauge on-

engine control panel
" LOW PRESS FUEL OlL* alara-

'HI DIFF PAESS FUEL OIL FILTER'
a!are
If plugged badly enough, engine-

misfiring or quits

IV. SUMMARY
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Ill. LESSON OUTLINE: NOTES i
A. Review Objectives
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